VISION DESTINY 2020 1
I am going to review some of the things that were key in 2019
I will share my journals that will include:
What God said in 2019
What God did in 2019
What does that mean for 2020?
What heavenly season are we in now?
What has God said for 2020?
What does God want us to do in 2020?
Where does God want us to go in 2020?
Please don’t believe anything I say just because I say it
If you resonate within anything I say in your spirit or if you object strongly to anything I share, take it back to
God and openly ask Him to give you direct revelation
I can only share information about my revelation that has come through my personal encounters and
experience
Only by engaging God yourselves can you have revelation, not information
We all need to know the truth
Some of the major themes during 2019
The restoration of all things
The oracles of the Father’s heart
Love’s light
Happy eschatology
Joshua generation arising in sonship
Intimacy with the Father is the only way we are going to fully mature as sons of God
Intimacy comes by encounters, not by intellectual assent through study
Christianity has become a religion when it began as a relationship
Christianity has become a religion-based intellectual understanding rather than an experiential encounter
There is more reliance on a book the early church did not have than on the Spirit they were filled with
Modern evangelicalism’s using the Bible as a mediator is the primary reason
2 Tim 2:15 (KJV) Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth.
2 Tim 2:15 (NASB) Be diligent to present yourself approved to God as a workman who does not need to be
ashamed, accurately handling the word of truth.
2 Tim 2:15 (Mirror Bible) Without any delay live your life from a place where you are familiar with the
complete approval of God; you do not need to apologize for the fact that your experience might be a
contradiction to your faith! What God believes about you needs no defence!
2 Tim 2:15 (Mirror Bible) There is such an immediate authority in clarity! Truth triumphs over every
contradiction! It makes a clear-cut division between light and darkness; the word of truth shows distinctly
that the duty-driven law of works and annoyances and the love-driven law of perfect liberty have nothing in
common! (Mirror Bible)
The word we engage with is not the Bible - that came 330 years later
Word Greek logon a word, speech, divine utterance
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This is not written words but words spoken by the Living Word, Jesus, to us directly
“My sheep hear My voice” not “My sheep will read My book”
Hermeneutics: the branch of knowledge that deals with interpretation, especially of the Bible or literary
texts.
The systematic study of the principles and methods of interpretation of the Bible
This has replaced relationship
This is not in reality about God at all but has become all about the Bible
Exegesis: Explaining the meaning of the text of the Bible, i.e. what the author meant when he wrote to
people of the day
Does that really matter, as we can have direct relationship today?
Homiletics: Practical approach of the meaning of the text of the Bible for us today
Do we need the Bible to tell us how to live our daily lives when we have the Spirit of truth and the living
word of God in us so we can do what we see and hear the Father doing and saying
Eisegesis: Reading a meaning into the text of the Bible which was not in the original because of a bias of the
interpreter.
This has become the evangelical Christian life.
Most of the Bible was not written to us or for us today.
The Bible can be a letter of introduction and there are some eternal truths but modern interpretation has
often misrepresented who God really is
The evangelical way: read your Bible and pray every day, trying to live out modern English interpretations
that were mostly not meant for us
We have developed intellectual approaches to the study of the Bible to understand it as the way of
understanding and relating to God
Yet we have missed the real point: we can have an intimate relationship with God where He talks to us
directly without the need for the mediation of the Bible
Love is the highest governing principle of all creation
Therefore when debating truth and biblical hermeneutics love should still be the highest governing principle
in Bible interpretation
Love keeps no record of wrongs; neither should we – don’t divide over doctrine
Evangelical assumptions that have been made concerning the Bible that have shaped Christianity and
influenced most of us in some way:
The Bible has been accurately translated into English – wrong
The Bible is perfect, inerrant and infallible – it does not say that itself
With study, the Bible is understandable – no, with the Spirit the Bible can be experienced
God primarily chooses to speak to us today through the Bible – wrong, God wants to talk to us directly but
we have restricted Him to using the Bible
God has chosen written words to communicate with us – wrong, He promised to speak to us directly
The Bible is complete and therefore God has stopped speaking to us authoritatively today – wrong, He is still
inspiring
To me, my journals are God speaking to me authoritatively today
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My journals are scripture (inspired writings) to me
I do not expect you to treat them as scripture to you!
If you resonate with anything, take it back to God for direct revelation yourself
God is love this vital truth must be applied to everything, including all Bible interpretation
Bible interpretation should deepen our appreciation and experience of God’s love – does it?
Any Bible interpretations that lessen or diminish God as love must be inherently and fundamentally flawed
The use of love as our interpretive tool will lead to a deeper understanding of the very nature, essence and
character of I am by revealing love as God’s intrinsic glory
Making love conditional reveals a critical judgmental quality that makes love based on obedience
Using love as our plumb line, it is easier to decide which doctrinal truths and theological positions are aligned
with God is love and those that are man-made deceptions of the DIY tree religious mind-set
Confirmational bias causes us problems if we are not open to Spirit
In Bible interpretation, how the Father’s love is interpreted will determine the value of that interpretation
“If it is not unconditional love, it is not Me”
“If it is love, it is Me; and love must be unconditional and otherly, otherwise it is not love at all”
Old Covenant vs New Covenant thinking…
Old Covenant – love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul and with all your mind and your
neighbour as yourself (Luke 10:27)
This is a statement of obligation and duty, not one birthed by loving desire
Loving God is not the greatest thing you can do – that was the greatest commandment UNDER the law.
You will only end up frustrated and condemned trying to love God with all your heart, soul and mind
because it's a legalistic approach.
John 13:34 A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another, even as I have loved you, that you
also love one another.
This is a response to being loved, so that freely we have received, freely we are inspired and empowered to
give love
New Covenant – we love because He first loved us (1 Jn 4:19). When we focus on His love for us and grow in
our experience of that, then love for Him will naturally, effortlessly be our response
The law was a ministry of death and condemnation. We are under grace NOT the law.
When you hear ‘commandment’, do you automatically think ‘law’ and therefore duty, obligation and
punishment for failing to keep it?
We are conditioned by old covenant thinking and often miss the reality of the new covenant
Hebrew mitzvah: while translators usually translate this word as "command," the more Hebraic definition is
"to direct", a concrete concept meaning "to show or point out a path". God is not a general barking orders
but a guide.
The biblical Greek word used to translate the Hebrew word mitsvah is entole [G:1785] and is a combination
of the word en [G:1722], meaning "in" or "with," and telos [G:5056] meaning "end" or "goal." Entole literally
means "with a goal" and is very similar to our Hebraic understanding of the mitsvah as a direction.
Jesus, inclusive of us, has reached the goal for us and as us in His human experience
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Rather than thinking in terms of the finished work of Christ, we ought to think of Christ, God's finished Man,
inclusive of us.
He has already given us the glory that He had with the Father before the world began, and has given that to
us in our union with Him.
We have the Spirit of truth as a guide to help us desire to walk in relationship. We do not need fear-based
duty or obligations
The starting point is the love of God for us. Out of that love we will be able to love Him, ourself and others.
The delusion of still being under the law has kept God’s children in bondage and has restricted true sonship
God IS Love... it's His nature, it's who He is. He can't be anything else.
He's NOT part love and part something else.
He is ALL Love for ALL. And EVERYTHING He does flows out of Love.
God is NOT insisting or requiring that you love Him... His love is unconditional.
He loves you regardless of whether you ever love Him back.
That is the basis of grace and mercy: it is unconditionally given
“We can only hear what we are willing and ready to hear. Some are neither because of the real cost of the
implications of that message.”
– Chuck Crisco
What God is revealing about Himself and love is challenging to the old religious mind-sets
As our relationship and intimacy with God as our heavenly Father deepens in face to face innocence and is
redefined so will our biblical interpretation
We will be using an unconditional love hermeneutical tool that will be sharpened by this ongoing process of
experiential revelation
Engaging the spiritual realms is both an exploration and an adventure: an amazing journey of discovery
Engaging these realms brings both relationship and responsibility
Face to face intimacy with God leads us to discover our positions of heavenly governmental authority
In 2019 my major focus was “The Restoration of All Things” conference and teaching series
It is a passion of God’s heart for His sons to arise and take their places of identity and authority in the
heavenly realms so heaven can manifest on earth
God is also passionately committed to “the restoration of ALL things” and His desire is to reveal us as His
manifested sons to answer creation’s groan
Rom 8:21 that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the
glory of the children of God.
As sons of God we have relationship with the Father that leads to responsibility
We need to take our heavenly positions, seated and enthroned, to legislate the kingdom in heaven, to
manifest heaven on earth
What is the primary purpose of all the legislation that we do?
What are we looking to accomplish?
The context of legislation should be the restoration of all things back to God’s original desire and intent
We need to embark on a journey to discover the full meaning of the restoration of all things
We need to look at the scope of restoration and the part we all have to play in restoration as sons of God
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“I believe we are going to see Love overcome the greatest darkness and a new era of Light birthed across the
Earth. The end result: there will be no war, no sickness and a restored world. How can we know this? The
future is already agreed and when it comes it will change quickly. ‘I, the Lord, will hasten it in its time.’
(Isaiah 60.22)” - Justin Abraham
Acts 3:19 Therefore repent and return, so that the sins may be wiped away, in order that times of refreshing
may come from the presence of the Lord; 20 and that He may send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, 21
whom heaven must receive until the period of restoration of all things about which God spoke by the mouth
of His holy prophets from ancient time.
Our sonship is the only hope for restoration
If we are not restored then creation will not be restored
The restoration of all things begins with Jesus working in us now, not in a future event of His coming one day
in the future
Son, I told you a shift is coming for 2020: this is for you and for the Joshua Generation.
I will open new doors of opportunity to take the ‘restoration of all things’ message of true hope further.
You are not to hold back but boldly and courageously in love challenge the religious mindsets that restrict
and limit My children becoming mature sons.
Speak the truth in love to challenge those mindsets
Son, you carry the oracles of My heart; so express the deep love I have for all things with the same passion,
burning desire and overwhelming love; and live life to the full, with My intense joy and deep compassion.
Legislate with the oracles as your motivation.
For the Joshua Generation there is a choice to possess the land or settle for the security of the old.
The intensity of the challenge will increase as the opposition tries to resist from within and without.
Son, I am that I am will release greater grace to those who will establish embassies of heaven on the earth.
With the intensity of the opposition comes greater grace to overcome with love, joy and peace.
The blue light call to connect and gather will resonate with greater grace and the empowerment to
overcome with love in rest.
For those who respond to begin to gather there will be equipping and releasing with new mantles, weapons
and scrolls.
Son, the oracles of My heart for restoration carry the precepts, statutes and laws that will release the
ordinances of greater grace.
Son, do not look for the signs of the past but look for the signs and sounds of the new things that I am is
about to do.
The old methods will not accomplish what is needed for the next season of grace: there will be new
expressions of grace for those who will leave the old ways behind.
The principle of latter glory is true but the former glory people never want it to end.
There cannot be the new grace until the old grace has ended and they will fight for it to remain
There will be death knells of the old amongst the birth pangs of the new
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The signs of the end of the old will be the signs of the greater grace of the new; it is always confusing and
messy.
Don't get caught up in the end of the old but focus on establishing the new; and live loved at all times, so
you can truly love living; and by choice, in the face of opposition, live loving.
The political maelstroms that are going on in many places around the world are just a picture of that which
are going to take place spiritually in the revolution of restoration that is coming.
There are no answers and solutions to be found using the political and religious spirit but there will be
greater grace that comes from functioning in the opposite spirit.
Bless those who curse you!
Those resisting the new will expose themselves, by using the religious and political spirit, to those discerning
enough to see through the charisma, to see the absence of the fruit of love within their character.
The fruit of lovingkindness is the true hallmark of the new expressed as My oracles motivating the
restoration of all things.
Limited, conditional love is expressed as the uniformity of agreement but true unconditional love is revealed
in the unity of relationship.
Unconditional, loving relationship is what the essence of who I am is; and the precept expressed through My
oracles will inevitably lead to both deconstruction and renewal of the mind that confirms restoration.
The death knell of the deconstruction of the old is the sound of the birth pangs of the new.
Son, do not be afraid to embrace the deconstruction of the old so that the new can be revealed.
Include the truth about transition from old to new, both in government and structures, and their difficulties,
with honesty.
Those transitioning find it very difficult to let go of the old mindsets, systems, positions of power and
structures that they are comfortable with because of the identity that they give.
Becoming an amateur in the new is so difficult for those who have been professionals in the old.
This is why transitioning is so difficult, as new foundations cannot be laid over the old but have to be
relationally established, with new footings that are truly new not just rehashing the old.
The old hierarchical mediatorial covering structures cannot coexist with the new relational foundations.
I legislated for this change by helping to establish Ambassadors groups to represent the Joshua Generation
Legislation produced in 2019 was:
The Law of Ambassadorship
Legislation for the Oracles of the Father’s heart
The law and legislation for rest
All these laws and legislation can be used if you have the mandate
The Law of Ambassadorship
Ambassadors with the word and ministry of reconciliation
2 Corinthians 5:18-20 Now all these things are from God, who reconciled us to Himself through Christ and
gave us the ministry of reconciliation, namely, that God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not
counting their trespasses against them,
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2 Corinthians 5:18-20 and He has committed to us the word of reconciliation. Therefore, we are
ambassadors for Christ, as though God were making an appeal through us; we beg you on behalf of Christ,
be reconciled to God.
2 Cor 5:18-20 (Mirror Bible) The idea of mankind’s co-inclusion in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ
is entirely God’s doing! To now realize that God has indeed brought final closure to the old and for us to see
everything and everyone in this new light is to simply see what God has always known to be true about us in
Christ
2 Cor 5:18-20 (Mirror Bible) we are not debating human experience, opinion, or their contribution; this is
exactly what God believes. In Jesus Christ, God exchanged equivalent value to redeem us to himself. He went
to the highest extreme in this act of reconciliation to persuade us of our original worth!
2 Cor 5:18-20 (Mirror Bible) This God has given us as the mandate of our ministry. Our ministry declares that
Jesus did not act independently of his Father. God was present in Christ when he reconciled the total kosmos
to himself. Deity and humanity embraced in him; the fallen state of mankind was deleted; their trespasses
would no longer count against them! He now announces his friendship with every individual from within us!
Powers
As ambassadors you are authorised to call the Joshua Generation to be reconciled to their identity, position
and authority as sons of God
You are authorised to call the Joshua Generation to their inheritance beyond the veil
You are authorised to call the Joshua Generation to take their places, seated in the heavenly realms
You are authorised to call the Joshua Generation to come out of the darkness of the wilderness to cross over
into the light of the promised land
You are authorised to release the sound of heaven into the wilderness to call them out from under the
religious coverings of men
You are authorised to call the Joshua Generation to respond to the sound of heaven's call to become part of
the Order of Melchizedek
You are authorised to mobilise the armies of heaven to go forth with dreams, visions and heavenly
encounters to open hearts and minds to a new hope
You are authorised to release lightning bolts of heavenly revelation to penetrate the religious veils of
deception
You are authorised to mobilise the cloud of witnesses to inspire the hope of a dawning of a new day
You are authorised to connect, gather, equip and release the Joshua Generation into their destiny as sons of
God
You are authorised to align the circle of the deep and the 12 High Chancellor's houses to create cycles of
change for the Joshua Generation to mature
You are authorised to call for encounters that will unveil the precepts of God and reveal His true character
and nature
You are authorised to call for the preparation of scrolls with mandates and blueprints; and release mantles
and weapons of heavenly governmental authority
Jurisdiction
Ambassadors, Joshua Generation
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Results
Heaven's light penetrating the religious systems to facilitate an exodus out of the wilderness of the old
Moses order
The Joshua Generation to arise and shine and take their positions seated on their mountain thrones to
administer the kingdom vision on earth as it is in heaven
Law of Rest
Context
Gen 2:2 Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all His work which
God had created and made.
Isa 9:6 For a child will be born to us, a son will be given to us; and the government will rest on His shoulders;
Matt 11:28 “Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you rest. 29 Take My yoke upon
you and learn from Me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. 30 For My
yoke is easy and My burden is light.”
Authorisations
You are authorised to reveal true rest to My children
You are authorised to enter the rest of heaven whilst on the earth
You are authorised to unveil rest's true multidimensional meaning
You are authorised to reveal the nature of My rest through love, joy and peace
You are authorised to fill your spheres of authority with the blessing of rest
You are authorised to administer a rest that is beyond within the tree of life
You are authorised to find rest at the throne of grace
You are authorised to live, move and exist within rest
You are authorised to discover deeper rest, greater rest, higher rest and fuller rest; and reveal it to My
children
You are authorised to use meditation for rest to engage those in the wilderness with new hope
You are authorised enter a new level of rest as a new state of consciousness and be a forerunner of the state
of rest
You are authorised to live loved, love living and live loving, which is true rest manifested
You are authorised to bring My children out of the wilderness of works into the promised land of rest
Jurisdiction: all creation
Results
A new era, a new epoch, a new kainos age of rest
As sons, we have a responsibility for creation; so you can use this law to legislate
Legislation for Rest
I stand in the rest of I am, within the name of YHVH, as a son of the order of Melchizedek; administrating as
a royal priest, out of the righteousness of God in Christ.
I call forth the oracles of God's heart towards all things in rest, for rest; through the function of the Ox,
carrying the burden of the weight of glory, as a legislator of rest into the creation.
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I stand in the “is” of heaven's kingdom government to represent the 4 faces of God as a son and coheir, to
call for the all things of creation to come into rest.
I call for rest in the affairs of the nations
I call for rest between all the families of the earth
I call for rest between the dimensions
I call for the rest of heaven to manifest on earth
I call for rest between soul and spirit within the heart of man
I call for rest to be the frequency that generates the hope that ‘there must be more than this’ within the
religious wilderness of works.
I call for the hope of rest to be the pillar of fire that leads the Joshua Generation out of the darkness of the
wilderness into the light of the promised land beyond the veil
I call for the hope of rest to end the futility of living in the DIY system of evil that creates the hardships, toil
and heavy labour of self-effort
I call for the children of God to exodus out of the DIY wilderness systems of the old Moses generation order
into the rest of the love, joy and peace within I am
I call for rest, from rest, for all things to experience the precepts of God's heart of love that works all things
for the good of those He loves
I call for creation to enter the rest of the creator so it will be set free from its bondage to corruption into the
glorious freedom of our sonship rest
Let the resonance of the call to enter rest reverberate throughout the all things of creation into every
dimension of time and space
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